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" to live, surrounded by people, by music, by good plays, by
good pictures and the stimulation of intellectual companion-
ship "—these drab reminders of his childhood inspired him
to the strangest heights of eloquence, They were, it seems,
" everywhere, like the Roman citizen, respected." Were
they not " first cousins of the ancient Roman citizen and
half-brothers of the English Milor of the day when Palmerston
was forcing even such old foxes as Metternich to bow down
before the power of England " ? Well, well, well, if they
are really as good as that (and I have not denied it), it
seems a pity for him not to live among them. For one
would certainly have chosen to live in Rome under the
Roman Empire.
Not so the young expatriate. He apparently prefers to
admire his fellow-countrymen at a distance, and through his
admiration of them to despise all other countries. France ?
"It is Standard Oil money which is saving Versailles
and the Grand Trianon from ruin." Italy ? " Rome is
almost clean, and if Mussolini succeeds in evading bullets
long enough he will, in his energetic American way, perhaps
make certain quarters smell less like a garbage can from
which the lid has just been lifted/' England, perhaps ? Oh,
no. For he knows the way to " feel sorry for England,
It is the worst but also the most subtle of insults, .. " One
might be justified, perhaps, in taking the slipper from
Columbia's hand and continuing her offspring's education,
whilst he is still careened. For the expatriate, it seems,
puts out his tongue at hospitable strangers as well as at his
mother.
But, worst of all, this student of the international problem
rounds ,ofi the unpleasing exhibition with a shrill and ill-
mannered denunciation of his greatest predecessor. " It
was Henry James,'1 he tells us, " himself so thoroughly of
that era of snobs and expatriates.,." and then the juvenile
proceeds to correct that mellow vision of the interaction of
Americans and Europe, Daisy Miller, it seems, is now
completely out of date, She would be shingled, exquisitely

